Jalsa Foods Launches JALSA® – Your New Favorite Hot Sauce
·
·

Fusion of Indian and Mexican flavors produces a delicious and spicy kick
Available now at www.getjalsa.com
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JALSA® is a unique fusion of Indian and Mexican flavors that you can now enjoy in your home. Made
with all-natural ingredients, JALSA® provides a unique taste with a powerful, spicy kick to make you
want to come back for more. Its more than just a delicious hot sauce – JALSA® is a healthy marinade
and cooking sauce that can be used to add a burst of flavor and spice to just about any dish. JALSA®,
the newest, freshest taste in salsa is now available for purchase at www.getjalsa.com.
JALSA® is made with all natural ingredients, and is low in sodium and gluten-free. Unlike some other
hot sauces, the spice level of JALSA® is not adjusted using capsicum extracts or oils, so fans of spicy
food can enjoy the natural heat of JALSA® with any snack or in their favorite dishes.
“We are excited to make our family recipe available to fans of spicy food around the country,” said Jalsa
Foods President, Amee Joshi. “JALSA® is perfect with chips, but its also a versatile ingredient that you
can include in your favorite recipe. We believe JALSA® will be an exciting addition to the growing
market for ethnic hot sauces.”
JALSA® is available in packages of two, six or 12 16 oz. jars at the online store at www.getjalsa.com.
To ensure delivery in time to make JALSA® a part of your holiday get-togethers, please order by
December 16, 2013.
For more information, visit www.getjalsa.com or call 1-972-638-7687.
About Jalsa Foods
Jalsa Foods is a private company based in Dallas, Texas. At Jalsa Foods International LLC, we
recognize the importance of giving back to the local and global community. We plan to donate a portion
of our proceeds to charity. For more information on Jalsa Foods, its products and corporate mission,
visit their website at www.getjalsa.com. You can also follow what’s new on Facebook.com – Jalsa
Foods and on Twitter and Instagram - @JalsaFoods.
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